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MICHEL LEDOUX

ABSTRACT. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for a random vari-

able X with values in a uniformly convex Banach space B to satisfy the law

of the iterated logarithm. Precisely, we show that a B-valued random vari-

able X satisfies the (compact) law of the iterated logarithm if and only if

£{||A-||2/i2||X||} < oo, the family {|i*(X)|2; x* 6 B*,||i*|| = 1} is uni-

formly integrable and Sn/a,n —► 0 in probability.

1. Introduction. Let B be a Banach space with topological dual B* and

norm || • ||. By random variable with values in B, we mean a measurable map

X from some probability space (0, 7, P) into B such that the image of P by X

defines a Radon probability measure on the Borel cr-field of B. We may assume

equivalently that X takes almost surely its values in a separable subspace of B.

Given a B-valued random variable X, we denote by (Xn)new a sequence of inde-

pendent copies of X and let, as usual, Sn = Xx H-h Xn. We write Lt to denote

the function max(l,Logi) and use L2t to denote L(Lt) (t G R+). We set further

Or, = (2nL2n)1/2. The random variable X is said to satisfy the bounded law of the

iterated logarithm (LIL) if the sequence (Sn/an)n€\s is bounded with probability

one, and the compact LIL if this sequence is almost surely relatively compact in B.

It is well known that if X satisfies the compact LIL, there is a compact convex and

symmetric set K in B such that

limdf—,*^=0   and   c(—)=K   w.p.l,
n^oo    \an     J \anJ

where d(x,K) = inf{||x - y\\;y G K} and C(Sn/an) denotes all limit points of

the sequence (5„/a„)ngN [16]; the set K is often described as the unit ball of the

reproducing kernel Hilbert space determined by the covariance structure of X (see

[16,6] for more details on this aspect).

Let us now recall and briefly describe the usual necessary conditions required of

X to satisfy the bounded LIL (for simplicity, we restrict ourselves to a description

of the bounded LIL in this introduction; see §3 for the corresponding results con-

cerning the compact LIL). If the sequence (5n/an)neN is bounded with probability

one, the same is true for (Xn/an)n€N> which consists of independent variables, and

hence, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, we have ^nP{||X|| > Man} < co for some

M > 0 and thus

(1-1) £{||X||2/L2||X||}<co.
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As a second necessary condition, the scalar LIL implies that

(1.2) for each x* in B*,    E{\x*(X)\2} < oo,

or, equivalently,

a = a(X) =    sup   (E{\x*(X)\2}//2 < oo,
||x'|| = l

which follows easily from a closed graph argument, and E{X} = 0 which is well

defined under (1.1). Finally, if X satisfies the bounded LIL, it is necessary that

(1.3) the sequence (S'n/an)neN be stochastically bounded.

(Note that (1.3) includes the (trivial) mean zero property of X.) It is not known

whether or not these three necessary conditions are also sufficient for X to satisfy

the bounded LIL in general; if it were the case, it would reduce the almost sure

statement of the LIL to a stochastic statement which, under necessary moment con-

ditions, is close to the central limit theorem (CLT) statement. A collection of results

supports the hope that they are. J. Kuelbs [17] showed that when £{||X||2} < co

(which implies (1.1) and cr(X) < co) X satisfies the bounded LIL iff (1.3) holds;

on the other hand, the relation between the CLT and the LIL [25,6,7] shows that

when (Sn/y/n)n£is is stochastically bounded (a stronger hypothesis than (1.2) and

(1.3)), X satisfies the bounded LIL iff (1.1) holds. However, neither £{||X||2} < co

nor the CLT are necessary for X to verify the LIL in general. Besides these general

results, conditions (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3) are known to be sufficient for X to satisfy

the bounded LIL in certain type 2 spaces. Recall that a Banach space B is of type

p (1 < p < 2) [22] if there exists a positive constant C such that

e\    ^jEixl    \ <c(]T|M|p J for all (x/j C B,

where (e^) denotes a Rademacher sequence, i.e. a sequence of independent random

variables taking the values ±1 with probability 3. Note that in type 2 spaces, (1.3)

(actually Sn/an —► 0 in probability) follows immediately from the integrability

condition (1.1), and E{X} = 0 so that in these spaces the results on the LIL do

not involve condition (1.3). It was first proved by V. Goodman, J. Kuelbs and J.

Zinn [6] that (1.1) and (1.2) are necessary and sufficient for a mean zero Hilbert

space valued random variable X to satisfy the bounded LIL. This characterization

was then extended to more general type 2 spaces (basically the Lp spaces with

2 < p < oo), in [1], in spaces satisfying some upper Gaussian comparison principle,

in [18], in 2-uniformly smoothable Banach spaces. The proof of these results rests

on some differentiability properties of smooth norms allowing an efficient use of the

weak moment condition (1.2), which is the main difficulty in proving LIL results.

The use of smooth norms in the context of the LIL goes back to [15].

In this paper, we use conditions (Ll), (1.2) and (1.3) to characterize the bounded

LIL in uniformly convex Banach spaces; as a corollary, we also obtain the compact

LIL as stated in the abstract. A Banach space B is uniformly convex provided that

for every e > 0 there is a 6(e) > 0 such that if ||x|| = \[y\[ = 1 and ||x - y\\ >

£, 1 — ||(x + y)/2|| > 6(e). Lp spaces for 1 < p < oo are uniformly convex.

According to a fundamental result of G. Pisier [23], a uniformly convex Banach
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space admits an equivalent norm whose corresponding modulus of convexity 6(e)

satisfies 6(e) > Leq for some q < co and positive constant L. The dual statement

yields another equivalent norm with a modulus of smoothness of power type p for

some p > 1. In the study of the LIL, we will make use of these smoothness (and

related differentiation) properties together with a conditioning argument due to V.

V. Yurinskii [28] to define a real valued martingale whose differences can be nicely

controlled, allowing thus the use of some exponential inequalities for martingales.

Lemma 2.1 below is the crucial step in this framework and is described in §2. §3

contains the proof of our main result providing necessary and sufficient conditions

for the LIL in uniformly convex spaces. In §4, we show that if X is a Banach space

valued random variable satisfying the LIL and £ a real valued random variable

independent of X and belonging to the Lorentz space £2,1 > then the product £X

still satisfies the LIL, the integrability condition on £ being the best possible in

general. The corresponding results for the CLT [5,20] show that this property

must hold in case conditions (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3) were necessary and sufficient for

X to satisfy the LIL in any Banach space. Our results were announced in [19].

2. Preliminary results; the crucial lemma. A Banach space Bx is finitely

representable in a Banach space B2 if for every e > 0 and every finite dimensional

subspace Fx of Bx there is a subspace F2 of B2 such that d(Fx,F2) < 1 + e,

where d denotes the Banach-Mazur distance between Banach spaces. Let P be

a property concerning Banach spaces; a Banach space B has the property super-

P if all the Banach spaces which are finitely representable in B have property P.

Super properties were introduced in [11] where superreflexivity is studied. Uniform

convexity and superreflexivity are intimately connected. Recall that a Banach space

B is uniformly convex if the modulus of convexity

6(e) = inf{l-\\(x + y)/2\\;[\x[[ = \\y\\ = l,\\x-y[\>e}

is strictly positive for each £ in (0,2]. Uniformly convex spaces are superreflex-

ive. According to a fundamental result of P. Enflo [4], every superreflexive Banach

space admits an equivalent uniformly convex norm. Using martingales, G. Pisier

[23] considerably strengthened this result and showed the existence in every super-

reflexive space of an equivalent norm whose corresponding modulus of convexity is

of power type; i.e., 6(e) > Le9 for every e in (0,2] and some q < 00 and positive

constant L. These results have dual analogues (via Lindenstrauss' duality formula;

cf. [21]) concerning the modulus of smoothness. The modulus of smoothness of a

Banach space B is defined as

p(t) = sup{i(||x + ty\\ + ||i - ty\\) - 1; ||a;|| = H2/II = 1},        t > 0;

B is uniformly smooth if limt^o p[t)/t = 0. Uniformly smooth spaces are super-

reflexive, and G. Pisier's result indicates that any superreflexive Banach space B ad-

mits an equivalent norm for which the modulus of smoothness p satisfies p(t) < Ktp

for alii > 0 and some p > 1 and positive constant K. Such a norm will be called

p-smooth in the sequel, and B is said to be p-uniformly smoothable; p-smoothable

spaces are of type p (cf. [2,23]).

Given a Banach space B with a p-smooth norm || ■ || for some p > 1, let us

denote by D the derivative of this norm uniformly Frechet-differentiable away from

the origin (cf. [3 or 14]) and define a map Fp from B into B*, the dual space of B,
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by Fp(x) = llxHP-^fz/llxll) for x / 0, Fp(0) = 0. As an element of B*, Fp(x) is
of norm ||x||p_1 for all x in B. As was shown by J. Hoffmann-J0rgensen [10], the

power type estimate of the modulus of smoothness of this p-smooth norm can be

translated in an equivalent form on the derivative Fp by a Holder condition

(2.1) ||Fp(x)-Fp(2/)||<C||x-2/|r1     for all x,y in B

and some constant C > 0. Since

||x + 2/||p-||x||p = p/'    Fp(x + ty)(y)dt,
Jo

we deduce from (2.1) that

(2.2) |||x + 2/||p-||x||p| <p|Fp(x)(2/)| + C||2/||p     for all x,y in B.

This decomposition of p-smooth norms will be the first step in the method of

proof of our main result; applied to independent random variables, it will allow,

together with Fubini's theorem, an efficient use of the weak moment hypotheses

(1.2). Formula (2.2), however, needs to be combined with a conditioning property;

the lemma below which describes this argument is the crucial point in our approach.

B denotes as before a p-uniformly smooth Banach space for some p > 1 with a p-

smooth norm || • || for which (2.2) holds.

LEMMA 2.1. Let (Y)i<i<n be a finite sequence of independent bounded B-

valued random variables and let S = X3"=i ^i- For each i = 1,... ,n, denote by Ji

the a-field generated by the random variables Yx, ■ ■ ■ ,Yi\ Jq is the trivial field. Then

\\S\\P — £'{||S||P} can be written as a martingale

\\S\\v - E{\[S\Y>} = J2<k
i=l

whose differences a\ = £{||S||P|^} - £'{||S||p|£_i} satisfy, for each i = \,...,n,

|*|<P(||y<|| + s{||yi||})^{||5-yiir^Ji_i} + c(||yi|r + £;{||yi||''})

and

E{d2[^.x} < 2p2E{F2(S - YMYiM-x} + 2C72£{||YI||2p}.

PROOF. Let i be fixed. V. V. Yurinskii's observation [28], which follows by

independence, indicates that

dz = (E{-\7i) - E{-\7^x}){[[S[[p - ||S " ^HP)-

Therefore by (2.2)

|di| < (E{-[7i\ + E{-[?t-x})(\ \\S\[p - ||S - YilH)

< (E{-[7i) + E{-\?t-x})(p\Fp(S - Yt)(Yt)\ + C||YZ||P)

< (e{-\j/\ + e{-|3-i})(p||s - y;iM|Y;ii + ciWH

and hence the announced majorization for |dj| since again

e{\\s - Yir1)^} = e{||s - Yir1^-!}.
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In the same way

Eid^-x) <E{\\\S\\v -[\S -Y^ft-x)

< E{(p\Fp(S - Yi)(Yi)\ + C||Y||p)2|^,},

and this completes the proof of the lemma.

Provided with this lemma, we shall study the LIL in uniformly convex spaces

through the martingales \\Sn[\p - E{||Sn||p} for a given equivalent p-smooth norm

|| • || for some p > 1, the centerings -EdlS,,^} being estimated under (1.3) (this

procedure will actually be applied to partial sums associated to several trunca-

tions of X). Some of these martingales will be studied using classical exponential

inequalities like the following one, which we prove for the sake of completeness.

LEMMA 2.2. Let Y17=i di be a sum of martingale differences with respect to the

filtration (Ji)i<n such that, for each i = 1,... ,n, \di\ < c and E{d2\7i-x} < b2 for
positive constants c and b. Then, for every t and A > 0,

plsup^Tdj >t\ < exp ( -Ai + — • nb2eXc J .

PROOF. By the submartingale maximal inequality, for each t and A > 0,

P I sup J2 di > l \ ^ exp(-Xt)E I exp A I ]T d% j \ .

Now

E I exp A I ̂ 2 di ) \ = E \ exP A    X] di ) E{exp Xdn \Tn-x} > •

A series expansion of the exponential function and simple use of the hypotheses

easily imply that

£{exp Xdn\7n-x) = 1 + ^E{d2n | ?n_x} + ^E{d3n\?n-x} + ■ ■ ■

^ ,     A262 /       Xc     X2c2 \

<exp(^-6Vc)

since 1 + i/3 +12/4.3 H-< e* and 1 + t < et (t > 0). The conclusion to the lemma

is then obtained from a simple iteration.

The estimates of the differences required to apply this exponential inequality

are drawn from Lemma 2.1, whose bounds, however, involve the partial sum and

therefore the martingale in consideration. This difficulty is overcome using an

iteration procedure borrowed from [8]. This and the different steps of the proof of

the main result will now be made precise in the next section.

3. The main result. Recall that a Banach space B is superreflexive if every

Banach space finitely representable in B is reflexive and that any superreflexive

space admits an equivalent uniformly convex norm. The main result of this paper

is the following theorem.
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THEOREM 3.1. Let B be a superreflexive Banach space. A random variable

X with values in B satisfies the bounded LIL iff the following three conditions are

fulfilled:
(3.l)E{\[X\[2/L2\\X[[}<oo;
(3.2) for each x* in B*, E{\x*(X)\2} < co;

(3.3) the sequence (5'n/an)neN is stochastically bounded.

COROLLARY 3.2. Let B be a superreflexive Banach space. A random variable

X with values in B satisfies the compact LIL iff (3.1) holds and
(3.4) the family of real random variables {|x*(X)|2;x* G 5*,||x*|| = 1} is uni-

formly integrable;

(3.5) Sn/an —* 0 in probability.

COROLLARY 3.3. Let B be a superreflexive type 2 Banach space. A mean zero

random variable X with values in B satisfies the bounded (resp. compact) LIL iff

(3.1) and (3.2) (resp. (3.4)) hold.

As a last corollary to Theorem 3.1, we mention the following one which does not

seem to follow from the relation between the CLT and LIL, implying only that the

bounded LIL holds.

COROLLARY 3.4. Let B be a superreflexive Banach space, and let X be a ran-

dom variable with values in B such that the sequence (Sn/y/n)n€i\ is stochastically

bounded; then X satisfies the compact LIL iff E{\\X\\2/L2\\X\\} < oo.

Before turning to the proof of Theorem 3.1, let us make some comments on

the previous corollaries and indicate how they can be deduced from Theorem 3.1.

Note first that Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 characterize the LIL in Lp spaces for

1 < p < co. The cases p = 1 and p = co are therefore still open; as shown by M.

Klass and J. Kuelbs [13], the equivalence of Theorem 3.1 holds for random variables

in lx or l^ with independent coordinates. Corollary 3.3 follows immediately from

Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 since in type 2 spaces, as already pointed out in the

introduction, (3.5) is satisfied under (3.1) and E{X} = 0 [6, Proposition 7.2]. Note

that type 2 spaces need not be reflexive [12]; Corollary 3.3 improves upon the main

result of [18] since, for each 1 < p < 2, there is a superreflexive type p Banach space

which is not p-smoothable [24]. Corollary 3.4 is a simple consequence of Corollary

3.2 since random variables with (Sn/y/n)neN stochastically bounded are pregaus-

sian (and therefore satisfy (3.4) in spaces which do not contain an isomorphic copy

of co [26], in particular uniformly convex spaces.

Let us now prove Corollary 3.2. We first provide a simple proof of the necessity

of (3.4); that (3.5) is necessary follows from the fact that if X satisfies the compact

LIL, the sequence of laws of the Sn/an is tight with only 0 as limit point. Suppose

the family of random variables {|x*(X)|2; ||i*|| = 1} is not uniformly integrable;

then there is an e > 0 such that

limsup   sup    / |x*(X)|2dP > e.
c^oo    \\x'\\ = lJ{\x'(X)\>c}

Therefore, one can construct a sequence (ck) of real numbers increasing to infinity

and a family (x£) of linear functionals of norm one such that, for each k,

f [x*k(X)[2dP> f \x*k(X)[2dP > e.
J{\\X\\>ck} J{\x-k(X)\>ck}
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Let (x£/) be a weakly convergent subsequence of (x£) converging to some x*. By

compactness,

lim sup (x*k, — x*) [ — I   =0   w.p.l.
fc'^oo  „ \an j

The scalar LIL then implies that

lim  E{[(x\, -x*)(X)|2} = 0,

which clearly contradicts our first claim and thus establishes the necessity of (3.4).

Note that this proof shows that (3.4) is satisfied iff the covariance function T(x*, y*)

= E{x*(X)y*(X)}, x*,y* G B*, is weakly sequentially continuous. It is, moreover,

equivalent to the compactness of the covariance operator (or the unit ball K of the

reproducing kernel Hilbert space) of X (see [6]).

To complete the proof of Corollary 3.2, we have to show the sufficiency. We first

need to recall some integrability results. Using the technique of Proposition 2.1 of

[25], (3.3) is clearly seen to be equivalent to

(3.6) Vae(0,2),    Ra(X) = sup(E{(J^\   X\       < co.

If the sequence (Sn/an)neN is almost surely bounded (i.e., X satisfies the bounded

LIL), then (3.1) and the integrability theorems of [9] show that

Vae(0,2),    ILa(X) = (£Jsup(UM)   j^       < oo.

In the following, we use the notation R and IL for Rx and ILi.

Having recalled these properties, let $(i) = t2/L2t, t>0, and

||X||« = inf{o>0:^{*(||A'||/o)}<l}>

which defines a norm on the Orlicz space of all B-valued random variables X

satisfying (3.1). By a closed graph argument, Theorem 3.1 implies the existence of

a positive constant C such that for every random variable X with values in B,

(3.7) lh(X)<C(\\X\\^+a(X) + R(X)).

Given X satisfying (3.1), (3.4) and (3.5), consider an increasing family (J7V)]Vgn

of finite c-fields generating the fj-field of X and let XN = E{X\7N}. It is easily
seen that

lim (\\X - XN\\* + a(X - XN) + R(X - XN)) = 0.

Indeed, that lim/v^cx, \\X — XN\\& = 0 follows from the martingale convergence

theorem. Under (3.4), Jensen's inequality implies that the family {|x*(X - X^)]2;

||x*|| = 1, N G N} is uniformly integrable; therefore, for each e > 0, there is a

6 > 0 such that for all measurable sets A with P(A) < 6,

sup   sup / \x*{X- XN)|2 dP<s2.
||x*||=l   N   Ja

For N large enough, P{\\X - XN\\ > e} < 6 so that

a2(X-XN)<   sup    f \x*(X-XN)\2dP + £2<2£2.
||x-|| = lJ{||A--X~||<£}
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Hence lim;v_ootf(X - XN) = 0. Finally, remembering (3.6), if Sn/an —> 0 in

probability, this convergence also takes place in Lx so that, given e > 0, for all n

large enough and all N,

E{\[Sn - S»[\/an} < 2£{||Sn||/an} < e       (S» = XXN + ■ ■ ■ + X„N),

which easily implies that lim/v-xx, R(X - XN) = 0. Applying (3.7) to X - XN for

each N, we have thus obtained that

lim IL(X - XN) = 0;
N—>oo

the random variables XN being finite valued, this finite dimensional approximation

clearly establishes that X satisfies the compact LIL.

We now prove Theorem 3.1.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. Note first that the expected characterization of the

LIL through conditions (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) is invariant under isomorphism. Since

B is superreflexive, it admits an equivalent p-smooth norm for some p > 1; we

equip B with this p-smooth norm, again denoted || • ||, for which formula (2.2) and

Lemma 2.1 apply, and we will prove the equivalence of the theorem for this norm.

We assume p < 2, although the proof presented below can easily be adapted to the

case p = 2 and is actually simpler; this case was settled in [18].

We need only show the sufficiency of conditions (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3). Let X

satisfy these conditions. Since by centering and Jensen's inequality,

IL(X) < 21L(eX)    and   R(eX) < 2R(X),

where e denotes a Rademacher random variable independent of X, we may and do

assume X to be symmetric. We may also suppose without any loss of generality

that

(3.8) £{||X||2/L2||X||}<1,    <t = ct(X)<1    and   RP(X) < \.

For each integer k, let I(k) = {2k + 1,..., 2k+1} and set, for all k and i in I(k),

Ui = Xt/{||X.||2<2fc/(i,2fc)«}, Uk =   / ^ uj;

ie/(fe)

Vi = XJ{2k/iL2k)a < [\Xi\\2 < a2k},        Vk =   Y, v^
i€l(k)

Wi=XlI{llXill2>a2k), Wk=      Xl    Wi'
iel(k)

where a = [(p - l)2 + l]/(2 - p)(p - 1). Let us note for what follows that

o>[(2-p)(p-l)]-1>(p-l)-1>l,

so that in all cases a +1 > (p - 1)~l and a > 1. (When p = 2, it is possible to take

a = 0 in the proof below.) By symmetry and a classical blocking argument (see

[27, p. 159]), for X to satisfy the bounded LIL it is sufficient to show that with

probability one,

(3.9) sup iLM < oo,
fc    a2k
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(3.10) sup^<co,
fc    a2k

(3.11) limiJM.o.
fc    a2k

That (3.11) is satisfied follows immediately from the Borel-Cantelli lemma, since

for every £ > 0,

£ P{\[Wk[\ > £a2k} < £2*P{||X|| > a2k),

fc fc

which is finite under (3.1). Let us show (3.10).

LEMMA 3.5.   Under (3.8),

HVfcll ^
sup-< co    w.p.l.

fc    a2k

PROOF. Since Rp(X) < |, by symmetry and a contraction principle (cf. [9])

(3.12) £{||Vfe||p}<apfc     for all fc.

Let r = p/2(p-1) > 1. To establish (3.10), since \\vi[\ < a2k for i G /(fc), the Borel-

Cantelli lemma and J. Hoffmann-j0rgensen's inequality [9, p. 164, (3.3)] iterated

m times, where 2m > r, show that it is enough to prove that

(3.13) ^(P{||U,||p>2apfc}r<co.
fc

Using (3.12) and Lemma 2.1, for all fc

P{||^||p > 2apfc} < P{||Vfc||p - E{\[Vk[\p} > aPJ

<2a-fc2p[p2  J2  EiF^Vk-v^v^ + C2  £  £{|k||2p}    •
V    te/(fc) iei(k) J

Letting K denote a positive finite constant possibly changing from line to line, it

is easily seen that

52 U/?p £ £{iwi2p> |
fc     \ i€l(k) J

(3-14) <^a-t2p.2^{||X||2p/{||x||<a2t}}
fc

<KE{[\X\[2p(L2\\X\[)-P([\X\[2/L2[[X[[/-p}

<K£{||X||2/L2||X||}<co.

On the other hand, by independence and Fubini's theorem, for every fc and i G /(fc),

Wn - »■>(-» -1 {m - «ir"-' n^ff:^ (-)}
< o2E{]\Vk - »i||2'»-«} < E{||H - ..ll2'"-"}.
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Further, Jensen's inequality, the previous inequality, and the type p property of

p-smooth norms (with constant C as in (2.1) for this one) imply that, for all i in

/(fc),

E{F2(Vk - Vi)(Vi)} < (E{\\Vk - «i||p})1/r < (C • 2fc£{||i;l||p})1/'-.

Hence

J2^2pr\   £  EiF^Vk-v^)})

(3.15) < KY^2k^-^(L22k)~^E{\\X\\pI{mi^2k/{L22k)a}}
k

<^{||X||"(L2||X||)-P'[||X||2(L2||X||r]1-''/2}

= /n?{||X||2/L2||X||}<co,

since a(l - p/2) = pr - 1. (3.14) and (3.15) therefore imply (3.13) and thus the

conclusion of the lemma.

We now turn to the main step of the proof, which consists in showing (3.9). As

we will repeatedly use Lemma 2.1 for Uk = J2iei(k) u»> ̂ et us specify the notation

in this regard. We set, for each fc,

||{7fc||p-£{||[4||p}=  52 4-
ie/(fc)

where d, = E{\\Uk\\p\?t} - E{[\Uk[[p[ $_i}, 35 the tj-field generated by X2*+1,...,
Xi, J2k the trivial field. The martingale differences d, and the <7-fields 7i of course

depend on fc, but we suppress this.

Let M be a positive numerical constant to be specified later, and let t be any

real number > 1. Again by contraction and (3.8),

E{\\Uk[[p} < aPk     for each fc.

We estimate, for each fc,

P{\\Uk[\p > (Mt+ l)aPJ < P{||<7fc||p - E{[\Uk\[p} > MtaPk}

< P {   sup     V   dj > MtaPk \

(3.16) f i \
< P {   sup     J2    d~3 > Mtalk \

l*e/(fc)i=V+i J

-rPl  sup E{\\Uk[\p\?i-i}>(M + l)t2aPk\,
[iei(k) J

where di = di/{.E{||r/fc||i'|7;_1}<(M-r-i)t:'a,,fc}> * £ J(*0. which define a new martingale

differences sequence. The next lemma will follow as an application of Lemmas 2.1

and 2.2.
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LEMMA 3.6.   There exists an integer fco such that for fc > fco, M = 50 (say)

and any t > 1,

(3.17) P {   sup     £   dj > MtaPk I < exp(-2L22fc).
{^(k)J=2k+x J

PROOF. Let t > 1 be fixed. We apply the exponential inequality of Lemma 2.2

to the martingale differences sequences (di, Ti)iei(k) f°r each fc; we get, A > 0,

(3.18) P {   sup     £   dj > Mtapk \ < exp (-XMtaPk + ^- • 2kb2eXc ) ,

\^(k)3^f+x J V 2 y

where 6, c > 0 are determined in the following way: according to Lemma 2.1, for

each i in /(fc),

SK2!^,} < 2p2E{F2(Uk - ui)(ui)[7r-x} + 2C2£{|H|2p}.

As in Lemma 3.5, by independence and Jensen's inequality (r = p/2(p- 1) > 1 and

X is symmetric)

E{F2(Uk - Ui)(ui)\7i-x} < a2E{\[Uk - ^H2^-1^^-!}

< (E{[[Uk - uz[\p[?t_x}y/r < (E{[\Uk[[p[ Ji-,})l/r;

thus

E{d2[7i-x) < 8[(M + l)t2}1/ra22ip-1) + 2C2E{[\Ul\\2p}

< 8(M + l)t2a2ip-1} + 2C2£;{||X||2p/{||X||2<2V(L22fc)c>}}

< 8(M + l)t2a2ip_1) + 2C22fc(p-1)(L22fc)1-Q(p-1),

since £;{||X||2/L2||X||} < 1. The choice of a (a + 1 > (p - l)"1) implies that

2fc(p-1)(L22fc)1-°(p-1)=0(a2ip-1));

hence, for fc large enough and i in /(fc),

(3.19) E{d2[7i-x} < V(M + L)t2alkp-1] = b2.

Concerning c, Lemma 2.1 and Jensen's inequality again imply that for each i G /(fc)

and all fc,

\di\ < p(|k|| + E{\[ui\\})E{\[Uk - iH\\p-1\Jl-x} + C(\\Ul\[p + E{\\Ul[\p})

< p(|k|| + £{|k||})(£{||<7fc||p|?t-x})ip-1)/p + C(\[Ul\[p + E{[[ut[\p}),

so that

\di| < 2p2fc/2(L22fc)-Q/2[(M + l)t2apk]^p-^p + 2C2kp/2(L22k)-ap'2

< (M + lf'2tap2k/L22k = c

for fc sufficiently large since 2(p - 1) < p and a > 1. Therefore, for fc larger than

some fco, the exponential inequality (3.18) holds for all A > 0 for the choice of b,

c > 0 as obtained in (3.19) and (3.20); that is, for any fc > fco and A > 0,

P {   sup     £   dj > MtaPk \

< exp(-AMtap, + (A2/2) • 2fc9(M + l)t2o2iP_1)eAc).
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Setting A = 3L22fc/MtoPk for fc > fco, we get

P {   sup     £    dj > Mtapk \

\^'(k)J=2k + x J

< exp [-L22fc (3 - *± ■ ̂±i • e3(M+i)VVMV

The choice of M = 50, for example, then clearly implies the lemma.

(3.16) and (3.17) now imply that for all fc large enough, M = 50 and t > 1,

P {   sup     £    d,- > MtaPk \

(3.21) .

< P <   sup     £   d,- > Mt.2apfc J +exp(-2L22fc).
[»e/(fc)i=2fc+1 J

Indeed, for each i in /(fc),

E{||«yfc|H2-i} = E{\[Uk\[p - E{\\Uk\p}\%-1} + E{[[Uk[[p}
i—l i

=    £   dj + E{\[Uk\\p} <   sup     £   d0+apk
j=2k + l »e/(fc)J=2fc+1

since £,{||t/fc||p} < apfc for all fc, and therefore, t being > 1,

P{   sup £{||f/fc||p|3i-1}>(M+l)t2aP4
[iei(k) J

< P i   sup     £   dj > Mt2ap   \ .
\iei(k)0^+x J

Formula (3.21) (with M = 50) is valid for all fc larger than some fco and any real

t > 1. Iterating it N times, we get

P <   sup     £   dj > Mtapk }
|/e/(fc)J=2,+1 J

< P {   sup     £   dj > Mt2Napk \ + Nexp(-2L22k)

for all fc > fco- Taking t to be 2 and iV the integer part of (Lk/L2 + 1) for fc > fco,
and recalling (3.16), the proof of (3.9) will be completed using the Borel-Cantelli

lemma if

£ P I   sup     £   dj > M2feaPt I < co,

fc  HVfei j
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which is actually immediate since the martingale maximal inequality implies that

P{   sup     £    dj > M2kap \ < 2E^f} < ^r.

This thus shows that (3.9) holds under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 and therefore

completes its proof.

4. A general property. If 0 < p, q < co, denote by LPA the Lorentz space of

all real random variables £ such that

/    f°° dt\1/Q

\\t\\p,q = (qJo    (tpP{\£\>t}y/pj)      <co.

LPtP is just Lp by the usual integration by parts formula; Lp<q C Lp^, if q < q'.

If X is a Banach space valued random variable satisfying the CLT and £ a real

random variable belonging to L2ji and independent of X, then following [5, Lemma

2.9], the product £X also satisfies the CLT, the integrability condition on £ being

the best possible in general [20].

We have seen that conditions (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) (resp. (3.1), (3.4) and (3.5))

are expected to be necessary and sufficient for a Banach space valued random

variable X to satisfy the bounded (resp. compact) LIL, and we have proved such

an equivalence in uniformly convex Banach spaces. If such an equivalence should

hold in any Banach space, the multiplication property described before for the

CLT should apply in the same way to the LIL since the stochastic boundedness or

convergence to 0 of the sequence (Sn/an)n€N behaves like the CLT with respect to

such a property. We can actually prove directly that this is indeed the case.

THEOREM 4.1. Let B be a Banach space, X a B-valued random variable and £

a real random variable independent of X; i/£ is in L2)1 and X satisfies the bounded

(resp. compact) LIL, so does the product £X. Moreover, the integrability condition

on £ cannot be improved in general.

PROOF. It is enough to show the existence of a positive constant C such that

for every random variable X with values in B,

(4.1) IL(£X)<C7||£||2,1IL(X).

This clearly settles the bounded LIL case; if X satisfies the compact LIL, the

approximation property of Theoreme 3.1 of [25] implies the existence, for each

e > 0, of a step random variable Y such that IL(X — Y)<e, so that (4.1) applied

to X - Y yields

IL(£(X-Y))<C||£||2,l£

and therefore that £X also satisfies the compact LIL.

Let us now prove (4.1). Denote by (£„)neN a sequence of independent copies

of £ (independent of (Xn)„eN) and let, for every n, Sn(£) = £i + • • • + £„ and

5n(£X) = £1X1 + • • • 4- £„X„. Suppose first £ is the indicator function of some

measurable set A. Checking Fourier transforms, it is easily seen that the sequences
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(Sn(£X))ra€N and (J2i=i   ^i)n€N have the same distribution. Hence

IL(£XH/JsupIIE^°Xl11}
[   n an

[ n   \       nL2n       J aSnU)      J

and therefore by independence of X and £,

(4.2) l '

Now if £ is any real integrable random variable, the strong law of large numbers

and the integrability theorems of J. Hoffmann-J0rgensen [9] indicate that

E | sup -^    1 < co     for any 0 < p < 1.
{ n       n       )

In fact, a closed graph argument or an elementary computation yield the existence

of a positive constant C depending only upon p such that for all £,

E|sup|^l|P}<C(^{|£|})p.

Therefore, if £ = I a, we have by (4.2)

(4.3) IL(£X) < C(P(A))1/2li(X).

Now let £ be positive in L2)i, independent of X, and set, for each e > 0, ££ =

YlV=i eI{Z>ek) so that lim£_o £e = £ with probability one. Clearly
oo

££(P{£>£fc})1/2<||£||2,1,

fc=i

and by the triangle inequality and (4.3)
oo

IL(££X) < £eIL(/«>efc}X) < C||fl|2llIL(A-).
fc=i

Letting £ go to 0 then implies (4.1) and the first part of Theorem 4.1.  That the

integrability condition on £ is the best possible follows from straightforward modi-

fications of the same property for the CLT presented in [20]: the finite dimensional

norm on R9 of the first step in [20] has only to be changed to

£ f —M      \xij\;{ii,...,im} C {1,...,q} > ,

where x = (xi)i<a and m < q. The construction of [20] then implies the existence

for any £ not in L2]i of a bounded Banach space valued random variable X inde-

pendent of £ such that Sn/a„ —► 0 in probability (thus satisfying the compact LIL

by [17]) but for which the sequence (Sn(£X)/an)„eN is not stochastically bounded.

ADDED IN PROOF. Since this paper was submitted, I have proved that Corollary

3.3 holds true in any Banach space of type 2.
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